INDUSTRIAL PARK
The company TETEKS – Tetovo has begun
the realization of the plan for attractiing of
foreign and domestic companies which need
adequate industrial space.
Teteks company has industrial space in total
amount of cca. 250.000 m2 with complete
infrastructure, from which one cca.50% is
free of outdated technological equipment
and the same one is being offered to foreign
or domestic investors which have intention to
start production capacities of more various
branches, to use it as a storehouse space or
as a separate area under custom control.
The space that could be rented is between
500 m2 as a minimum and 20.000 m2 in
one complex, while the partial needed areas
can be defined by the users themselves.

ENERGY PLANTS
The Teteks company is built on total area of cca. 250.000 m2 (out of which cca. 140.000
m2 are under roof) which includes complete energy plants installed – seven steam
boilers for production of technological steam and two withcompressed steam turbines
for production of electricity (1,32 and 3,2 MW).
A coal is being used as a fuel for two boilers, while for the rest of them a crude oil is
being used with possibility to join a natural gas as a fuel as well.
The capacity of the coal boilers is 14 and 25 t/hour overheated technological steam with
parameters of 400oC and 30 bars with possible reduction to 6 bars and 250oC, and two
new crude oil / gas boilers, with capacity of 14 t / hour for production of overheated
steam with parameters of 250oC and 6 bars, as well as three crude oil boilers with
capacity of 12 t / hour for production of saturated technological steam with parameters
of 180oC and 5 bars.
Teteks has built central station for compressed air and vacuum as well as one vacuum
substation, it has two own wells for drinking water, main collector network for waste
water, a built system for fire protection, an own station with dual waterworks (d = 312
mm) from the Pena river for preparing of technological water for the Mill, 10 kilovolt level
high voltage plant, an own reservoirs ( the capacity of 4.000 m3) for crude oil and
separate dual railway track for stock passage inside of the factory area with length of
1.000 m, as well as Custom Terminal, van scales and a custom storehouse of 1.000 m2
inside of the factory area.

SERVICES – RENTING – JOINT VENTURE
Teteks company can also offer a complete energy services to the
potential clients, maintenance services through the electronic and
electro--mechanical maintenance department, monitoring, control and
electro
safety because of the enclosed factory area, communication and IT
services, social food supply services as well as bookkeeping,
consulting and legal services by its offices.
There is also and a special Ltd Company as a part of Teteks which can
offer various services to the business space users as packing
(production, readyready-made and printing on polyethylene and cardboard
package) as well as certain printing services for administration and
marketing of the companies.
There are more domestic and foreign companies as a users of our
offer, which have engaged altogether cca 22.000 m2 of industrial
space by now.

PRICING
The current prices and services are as follows :
The price for renting (monthly rent) is between 1,3 – 1,8 euro / m2,
depending on the amount of engaged space, and it refers to the usage
of the complete infrastructure in the building.
The rent price includes: 24 hour monitoring with the engaged Security
agency which is competent to watch the building, basic insurance of
the building ( of fire, flood, bad weather ) and property tax paid by the
lessor (Teteks)
The price of the electricity is 6,5 – 7,5 denars/kwh (or 0,105691 –
0,121951 euro/kwh), this price is average current price for
assumption of the electricity from the 10 KV level of the EVN
Macedonia network, it’s legally established by the Regulatory
Committee of the Republic of Macedonia in accordance with the
prescribed tariffs, and the defined band refers to the actual engaged
power (maxigraph) by the consumers being installed in the production
hall, the compensations for the reactive power as well as the losses in
the internal distributive network.
The current price for the used drinking water is established with the
decision of the Council of Tetovo Community and its actual value is 36
denars / m3 (or 0,585366 euro/m3), while the price for the
wastewater drained to the urban canalization is 6 denars/m3 (or
0,097561 euro/m3), the compensation for the garbage removal is
being paid depending on the used area and it is 2,6 denars/m2 (or
0,042276 euro/m2).
If the lessee use technological water which is filtered and it receives it
from the Teteks plants (technological water which is not for drinking
and has dedicated use for washing, dyeing etc.) , the current price is
16 denars/m3 (or 0,260163 euro/m3).

If the lessee also uses compressed air from the
central Compressor station, in that case the price is
2,5 denars / m3 (or 0,04065 euro/m3), with a notice
that for this service separate agreement must be
arranged as there are no installed separate
measurement instruments for every single consumer.
To define the price for the heating of the facility being
subject matter of leasing, it is necessary that the
required conditions for the needed airair-conditioning
and ventilation are defined in advance depending on
the already installed existing equipment of the
building, definition of the working time ( is the working
in more than one shift taken into consideration),
definition of the required needed temperature,
humidity etc.
Teteks can also offer overheated technological steam
to the potential lessees at the price of 4848-65 euro/ton
) depending on the fuelfuel-coal or crude oil, with the
temperature parameters of 200200-230°C and the
pressure of 4,5 – 5 bars.

Annotation :
all quoted prices are without
VAT.
Eventual reconstructions
and adaptations of the
facility are subject matter of
separate agreement
depending on the lessee
requirement

ATTRACTIVE OPPORTUNITIES
The interest of the companies is based on the attractive price for
industrial space renting, the necessity of the complete
infrastructure, an easy communication connections with the SkopjeSkopjeGostivar highway, the own railway track and the connection with
Eastern and Western Europe countries, as well as the relative
neighbourhood (cca 250 km) of the both seaports Solun (Greece)
and Durres (Albania).
The foreign companies are especially interested because of the low
level taxes, because the personal tax is 10%, as well as of low
taxation on profit which is 10 % only, but there are also possibilities
for complete free of taxation during the initial years of the work start
or reinvestment of the profit.
The foreign companies are especially interested in usage of the
current cheap labour, the available potential of the competent and
personnel enabled labour as the potential stuff of the secondary
technical (textile) education school are as well as the both
universities in Tetovo, as well as for the high index of unemployment
in the Comunnity and wider.
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